Skyline Design Introduces CAMAflage Glass by Cama Collection

Skyline Design introduces CAMAflage Glass, created by award-winning Interior Designer Rosalyn Cama of Cama Collection. Inspired by patients and families who deserve dignified healthcare experiences and by nurses who depend upon visibility for patient safety, CAMAflage offers a vibrant and thoughtful alternative to the cubicle curtain for privacy screening. For the collection, Cama created three nature-based glass patterns—Dayglow, Lucent, and Sunbeam—that can all be customized to balance each institution's competing needs of visibility and privacy. The resulting layered approach creates a spectrum of transparency options that can be used in a variety of both interior and exterior healthcare environments.

Cama and her design studio brought together three distinct elements for these innovative designs. First, they researched the relationship between two healthcare needs that are often at odds: privacy for patients and transparency for safety and visibility. This research suggested that glass offered a wealth of possibilities and solutions. Intrigued by the translucent and yet durable properties of glass, Cama began collaborating with Skyline Design on an adaptable glass system that would offer the flexibility of fabric but prove superior in every respect to the conventional cubicle curtains, which are rarely laundered, unsanitary, flimsy, and sound-porous.
CAMAflege Glass by Cama Collection

In addition to the CAMAflege Glass collection, the team also developed a graphic matrix tool that identifies healthcare spaces—from private patient and exam rooms to public lobbies and lounges—and offers common program requirements and information about each space, including suggested applications for the use of glass for privacy and recommended levels of transparency. Accordingly, architectural applications of CAMAflege Glass include Feature Wall, Wall Partitions, Railings, Elevator Cabs, Writable Patient Room Glassboards, Wayfinding, and Building Facades. To offer further customization to the collection, they also created the option of adding a glass gradient “dignity layer” at the top, middle, or bottom of the patterns for greater discretion.

CAMAflege is available across the range of Skyline Design’s techniques: Eco-etch®, Digital Print, and Vitracolor® back-paint for wall-cladding. In addition, patterns may be printed on an interlayer and laminated between two panels of glass. The advantages of the laminated glass include protecting the decorative surface for cleaning on both sides of the glass, which helps prevent Healthcare Associated Infections (HAI), and creating sound absorption for quieter healing spaces. Additionally, laminated glass offers countless options for use in elevator cabs and other wall-clad applications as it meets a wide range decorative needs and safety, performance, and budgetary requirements.

Skyline Design fabricates glass to the specifications of each installation. Customization of scale, color, and technique are encouraged to meet the specific privacy needs and aesthetic parameters of each project.

CAMAflege is available in low iron tempered safety glass and laminated safety glass in sizes up to 72” x 144” and in all standard glass thicknesses.

Second, the Cama team studied architectural solutions, both contemporary and historical, for creating privacy, including slats, louvers, and screens in both Western and Eastern cultures, such as Japanese shoji screens. They combined ideas generated by this research with a third element: imagery drawn from the natural landscape, which has proven to be calming and beneficial to wellness. Dayglow, Lucent, and Sunbeam are the happy results: flexible glass systems that allow for the controlled calibration of visibility within a configuration that can be easily opened and closed and, critically, easily cleaned in place with commonly used anti-microbial cleaners.
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A practicing interior designer for over 30 years, Roz has turned the talents of her evidence-based healthcare design studio and laboratory think-tank toward the development of products that serve unmet needs. She does so with her team at CAMA, Inc., and with like-minded manufacturers such as Skyline Design.

Skyline Design

Skyline Design has set new industry standards with its combination of passion, technical expertise in glass fabrication, and resolute commitment to design. Collaborating with leading architects, artists, and designers, the Chicago-based company creates patterned architectural glass that redefines interior and exterior spaces with plays of color, luminosity, movement, and transparency. Creative partners include Girard Studio, KnollTextiles, Maharam, Michael Graves Design, Scholten & Baijings, Suzanne Tick, and Patricia Urquiola.

All products are sustainably made in Chicago.